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About This Game

Artemis is designed for anyone who watched Star Trek and dreamed of what it would be like to sit on the bridge of a star ship.

Artemis simulates a spaceship bridge by networking several computers together. You cannot play Artemis single-player! One
computer runs the simulation and the "main screen", while the others serve as workstations for the normal jobs a bridge officer

might do, like Helm, Communication, Engineering, and Weapon Control.

Artemis is a social game where several players are together in one room ("bridge") , and while they all work together, one player
plays the Captain, a person who sits in the middle, doesn't have a workstation, and tells everyone what to do.
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Title: Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Do not under any circumstances trust this developer.

The game, while a bit buggy, is incredible fun and was good for many hours of enjoyment (not through steam, so my playtime
looks quite low) and was, in fact, so fun that I eventually bought it on android along with close to a dozen friends to play
together. It was a constant bughunting nightmare to get things set up, but always worth the trouble.

Until the day the developer pulled the app with no warning, no apology, and no means of restitution.

All I want is the old buggy 2.4 .apk I already paid for, but these guys have left all their customers in a lurch after cutting and
running like cowards, liars and thieves.

I reiterate, do NOT trust these people, they are charlatans and scumbags of the worst possible moral character.

You can play Open Epsilon instead, which is frankly a better version of this game, and free (since it is open source). Android
compatibility is broken atm, as is clearly outlined on their forums, because the developer of that game is a decent human being,
and not an outrageous thieving scumbag like the developer of artemis.

They already have my money, time, and my hopes and dreams, don't give them anything else, except maybe pancreatic cancer.

That all being said, the product here is playable and fun, and can bring many hours of joy to your lives, it is just the fruit of a
reprehensible tree, so take that as you will.
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